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#10 - Year 2017 Torah-Bible Truth  
linked to Lies & Deception 

This year’s web format is different. A penname Jonah-II has 
retired after he gave 10 years warning of a coming Apocalypse. 
This global generation can no longer read anything not educated 
in real science taught 8o years ago in most grammar schools. 
However, the now popular video format is favored to express 
novel ideas as long the web is around. It will soon be terminated 
when the intelligence of slaves is raised to become too smart for 
the corrupted governments. It is no longer possible to teach 
many historic facts in global universities obeying the criminal 
NYC Illuminati bankers in suppressing truth with fiat money.  
This time the ELOHIM appointed a scientist-inventor with the 
same Moses excuse (Exed.4:10-12) to explain the Plan for 
Mankind from a science perspective starting with the first page 
of the Torah-Bible and ending with the last page of Revelation 
linked to YHWH-Wrath on the front door. For reference, 
check out my website, on the left is a search engine to enter your 
question and read the references collected across 10 years of 
research remembered from my 1945 German grammar school 
education level. It is a miracle being only few times misled 
because I trusted my Lord and savior Yeshua leading me into 
strange unknown Bible territory I had no idea existed. You be 
the judge and investigate physics mirror imaged in the most 
wicked hi-tech generation incurring God’s Judgment once more 
linked to history. When 100-year-old science is no longer taught 
in universities and thousand patents of “free energy” is 
worldwide suppressed by every government and industrial 
military cartels destroying the environment. Worse changed the 
food-animals genes with deadly GMO now causing massive 
extinction as the reproduction intelligence is ruined, will 
discover that the creator ELOHIM is not sleeping. Even 
theologians became corrupt, trained by Satan to hold on to 
denominational lies & deceptions plagiarizing God’s Word and 
sold in most churches as books, Bible class study guides or 
CDs. If you are interested in your afterlife, check what has been 
forbidden for 100 years collected, analyzed in Babushka 
concept eggs for the next generation, now eternally stored in the 
divine Book of Books “Why would a 21st Century Civilization 
totally perish eve explained in hundred YouTube videos? The 
prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 40) was severely stressed because the 
remnant of Israel in Jerusalem would not believe his message. 
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Thus, a tiny leftover Israel perished in Egypt (similar the world 
in our time) still stiff-necked worshiping idols and ignored the 
ELOHIM warnings insisting that their false denominational 
religion gave them plenty food and blessings. So they rejected 
his warnings similar to the Christian church. But a kidnapped 
prophet put a pillar of stones on the border for a testimonial to 
their theological rebellion before they perished, like documented 
in our time on a free web. Many science warning stones were 
collected by a penname Jonah-II in parallel to Noah’s 2288 BC 
civilization quoted by Yeshua-Jesus confirmed in YouTube 
videos, most will not survive YHWH Wrath - after 2017 AD?  
The original Kosmos was created for angels who experienced a 
rebellion now linked to the Plan for Mankind. Both did not pass 
the test, some chose to be loyal to the Creator, thus they will 
inherit the New Heaven-New Earth, which is the Jod 
dimension. The temporal Daleth dimension was recorded in 66 
books the Torah-Bible divided into Old Testament (39 scrolls) 
and New Testament (27 books) = {39+27=66}. The first US 
Congress adopted a wealthy R. Aitkin American Revolution 
Bible and printed 10,000 copies authorized by a Confederation 
1882. It has the fingerprint of every President sworn into office. 
Therefore, perhaps the first Congress date (1-21-17) of Sound 
Bite #9 could signify an OT overlay “39” {1+21+17}?     
Added the NT (Gospel to Revelation) ending the birth pains 
Apocalypse prophecy “27” (9-1-17), which is (1 Tishri 5778) 
5+7+7+8=27? It matched Babushka #666 projections decoding 
Daniel’s calendar {Time-Times-1/2Time}. Check Pearl #276. 
Remembering the OT Esther story and NT Yeshua-Jesus’ ten 
virgins parable added together will reveal a Kosmos purpose: 
Some will be favored to dine with the King of Kings to enjoy 
special positions in his administration. Esther became an 
example for us risking instant death by ignoring politically 
correct protocol to show love for her king and her people. 
Applied to old-fashioned math used in Babushka egg should 
convince everyone that we can trust Yeshua-Jesus. 
Urgent! Ask Yeshua to forgive your sins to be safe because the 
Endtime Apocalypse has started, though camouflaged by the 
psychopath NYC bankers controlling every global Media will 
be silent that Satan lost the war in heaven to destroy this planet 
and all mankind. He will soon be put in jail as the only evil 
survivor. Prepare for death. Few will survive YHWH Wrath. 
Why not accept Yeshua-Jesus offer of Eternal Life? (Isa. 63-66) 


